
 

 

 Value Change % Move 

Dow 25219 1028.48 4.25% 

S&P 2732 112.67 4.30% 

Nasdaq 7239 364.97 5.31% 

    

UK Index 7291 114.19 1.59% 

DAX 12499 216.29 1.76% 

ISEQ 6856 178.24 2.67% 

    

Nikkei    22,149  766.59 3.59% 

H.Seng    31,115  664.16 2.18% 

STOXX600 381 8.01 2.15% 

    

C AN T O R  F I TZ G E R AL D  I R E L AN D  L T D 

Key Themes This Week 

One minute at a time 

This week sees the release of minutes from the last ECB and Fed meeting. 
These data releases are taking on increasing importance in 2018 as we 
enter a new era of monetary tightening. In the US, the recent beat on CPI 
data lead some analysts to ramp up their expectations for Fed hiking this 
year. In its January meeting, the Fed upgraded its inflation outlook and data 
including an uptick in US wages which appear to have backed up this 
thesis. These minutes will be parsed to see if the more hawkish tone is now 
the established dogma. The Fed may speak about the recent dollar 
depreciation which is at odds with interest rate movements and recent 
economic data.  
 
For the ECB minutes, there will be less to analyse. The January meeting did 
not have a set of economic projections and would imply there is much less 
to be analysed. Unless there is an explicit discussion of the euro’s recent 
appreciation, these minutes are unlikely to move markets. However, 
analysts will still pore over them to see if the ECB follows the Fed and 
exhibits a more hawkish tone. This week also sees the release of some 
data which will feed into the overall inflation and yields outlook. Eurozone 
PMI along with German PPI are out early in the week. Later in the week 
Eurozone and Japanese inflation along with German and UK GDP growth 
rate should also give a better picture of where global inflation stands.  

 

Brexit negotiations ramp up 

This week Eurozone financial ministers meet in Brussels to discuss the 
overall European economy. But undoubtedly, Brexit and related worries will 
be high on the agenda. Following on from some progress made during 
December, the atmosphere has turned somewhat sour again, with both 
sides highlighting entrenched positions on some major issues. The Irish 
border issue has again reared its head, with Europe stating that it needs 
more clarity on what Mrs May’s solution actually will look like. Likewise, 
various reports have cited Downing Street as taking a hard line on the 
majority of issues. Mrs May faces struggles within her own party as hard 
Brexiteers undermine her every move both in private and in public. We had 
guided clients that this stage of negotiations would be more difficult and 
fraught with obstacles. This is what appears to be coming to pass. 

 

Russia investigation continues 

Donald Trump lashed out at the FBI over the weekend, citing its 

investigation into the Russian election meddling as the reason why it failed 

to prevent a mass school shooting in Florida. He also singled out his 

national security advisor, HR McMaster, who told a press conference on 

Saturday that there was incontrovertible evidence of Russian election 

interference. On Friday, the US justice department indicted 13 Russian 

individuals for their role in election interference. The indictment provided 

substantial details as to how they went about this. This is a slow-burner but 

recent developments have brought the investigation closer to the White 

House.  

 

 

This week: We cover off on Ryanair, CRH, DCC, Vinci and Kingspan.  

 Major Markets Last Week 

Brent Oil 65.11 2.52 4.03% 

Crude Oil 62.21 2.92 4.92% 

Gold 1349 25.84 1.95% 

    

Silver 16.718 0.17 1.04% 

Copper 325.45 14.90 4.80% 

CRB Index 441.92 3.52 0.80% 

    

Euro/USD 1.2415 0.01 1.00% 

Euro/GBP 0.8858 0.00 -0.30% 

GBP/USD 1.4016 0.02 1.29% 

 Value Change 

German 10 Year 0.725 -0.03 

UK 10 Year 1.595 -0.01 

US 10 Year 2.8749 0.02 

   

Irish 10 Year 1.143 -0.01 

Spain 10 Year 1.484 0.00 

Italy 10 Year 2.005 -0.03 

   

BoE 0.5 0.00 

ECB 0.00 0.00 

Fed 1.50 0.00 
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All data sourced from Bloomberg 

https://cantorfitzgerald.ie/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/Weekly-Trader-12.02.18.pdf
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David Fahy | Investment Analyst 

Ryanair – Sector tailwinds add to positive story       Closing Price: €16.77 

 Key Metrics 2018e 2019e 2020e 

Revenue (€’bn) 7.06 7.65 8.46 

EPS (€) 1.21 1.27 1.41 

Price/ Earnings 13.82x 13.21x 11.84x 

Div Yield 0.50% 0.53% 0.53% 

        

Share Price Return 1 Mth 3 Mth YTD 

RYA ID 0.03% -5.07% 11.43% 

Source: All data & charts from Bloomberg & CFI 

 Key Metrics 2018e 2019e 2020e 

Revenue (£’bn) 13.88 14.95 15.21 

EPS (£) 3.17 3.76 3.91 

Price/ Earnings 21.1x 17.8x 17.1x 

Div Yield 1.82 2.05 2.2 

        

Share Price Return 1 Mth 3 Mth YTD 

DCC LN -11.13% -5.83% -10.2% 

Source: All data & charts from Bloomberg & CFI 

Will Heffernan | Investment Analyst 

 DCC – Valuation represents a very good opportunity       Closing Price: £67.05 

DCC has traded down approx. 13.7% from its high in 2017 as Brexit worries and the overall European sell-off took its toll. From our per-
spective, nothing has changed with the fundamental investment case and all the catalysts previously outlined remaining in place. There has 
been no downgrade in earnings expectations. In fact, the opposite. FY18 EPS expectations have moved up from £3.116  to £3.119, FY19 
from £3.647 to £3.76 and FY20 from £3.85 to £3.91. It is currently pricing at £67.05 with the Street consensus price target at £82.99, repre-
senting 23.6% upside. From a valuation perspective it is also an attractive opportunity. FY19 P/E of 17.83x represents at 38% discount to 
its 5 year average and 12.2% discount to its ten year average. Considering management’s excellent track record of earnings beats & ac-
cretive M&A along with the fact that we have seen no earnings downgrades, we believe this is a good time to pick up DCC stock. We main-
tain our Outperform.  

Following the mixed reaction to earnings and management guidance the week prior, last week saw daily appreciation of Ryanair’s stock 
price. News broke on Tuesday that Ryanair will look to open two bases in France. This welcome announcement came on the back of the 
trade union agreements made last year.  France, a country of tough labour policies, has been a location in which Ryanair had not been 
unable to create the permanent bases nor local employment structures. Other European markets may open as a result of the trade un-
ion agreement. Air France KLM announced it will accelerate capacity increases in order to defend its market share against the Low Cost 
Carriers such as Ryanair. The announcement was not greeted well by the market. Ryanair outperformed its low cost carrier competitors 
over the week, with Norwegian Air falling double digits following the announcement of its first annual operating loss since 2014.  
  
Ryanair is currently trading at an FY18 P/E of 13.86x, representing a 16% discount to its 5-year average (15.64x) Importantly, this also 
represents a 15% & 13.6% discount to Wizz Air, EasyJet. At present the stock is trading at 13.5% discount to its 2017 high in August 
(prior to the rostering failure and decision of pilots to adopt union representation).  
  
The outlook remains favourable for the airline. The Q3 earnings announcements were majorly positive, despite disruptions, passenger 
numbers were up (+6% YoY) and ancillary revenue (+12%) grew. Revenue of €1.4bn and net income of €106m were slightly above esti-
mates. Management announced the €750m share buyback that should occur between February and October 2018 depending on market 
conditions. The management is looking to add 11m new users (29m at present) to the “My Ryanair” app by mid year. With a 10% reim-
bursement in travel credit, Ryanair Rooms is being pushed as the “go to” accommodation website for the lowest hotel prices. Manage-
ment has hinted at further initiatives including holidays and tours 
  
On the flip side, cautious guidance on expected fares to remain under pressure (unlike peers) for the remainder of the year, the lack of 
visibility on prices into FY19, potential localised union disruption, increasing fuel and staff costs have hampered investor sentiment. De-
spite this given the aforementioned catalysts and the current macroeconomic back drop we maintain our Outperform and recommend 
picking the stock at current levels. 

https://cantorfitzgerald.ie/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/DCC-Buying-Opportunity.pdf
https://cantorfitzgerald.ie/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/DCC-Buying-Opportunity.pdf
https://cantorfitzgerald.ie/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/DCC-Buying-Opportunity.pdf
https://cantorfitzgerald.ie/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/Weekly-Trader-12.02.18.pdf
https://cantorfitzgerald.ie/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/Weekly-Trader-12.02.18.pdf
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Will Heffernan | Investment Analyst 

CRH – US peers results weighing on share price       Closing Price: €28.06 

 Key Metrics 2017e 2018e 2019e 

Revenue (€’bn) 27.57 27.58 28.60 

EPS (€) 1.64 1.98 2.23 

Price/ Earnings 17.0 14.1 12.5 

Div Yield 2.45 2.55 2.71 

        

Share Price Return 1 Mth 3 Mth YTD 

CRH ID -7.36% -7.45% -6.33% 

Source: All data & charts from Bloomberg & CFI 

 Key Metrics 2017e 2018e 2019e 

Revenue (€’bn) 3.67 4.33 4.63 

EPS (€) 1.64 1.86 2.04 

Price/ Earnings 22.49 19.77 18.04 

Div Yield 1.03 1.17 1.31 

        

Share Price Return 1 Mth 3 Mth YTD 

KSP ID -4.21% 9.80% -0.01% 

Source: All data & charts from Bloomberg & CFI 

Will Heffernan | Investment Analyst 

 Kingspan – Recent retracement a good opportunity      Closing Price: €36.14 

The major point from Kingspan’s Q3/17 results was management’s increased caution regarding its end markets in the UK. This was driv-
en in part by management ‘s sense that some customers were experiencing near-term indecision about order placement and investment 
spending. Management expects to generate FY17 profit of €375m and was also cautious about costs, guiding for further raw material 
inflation pressure. Other than that, the trading update was very solid. Its end markets “were relatively stable and the development pipeline 
is encouraging”. Kingspan’s overreliance on UK investment spending should decline over the next 5 years as it grows its business in new 
markets that it has recently entered including Asia and Latin America. These regions are likely to experience higher than average growth 
due to demographics and rapid urbanisation. This should benefit Kingspan as its product lines is exactly the type of energy efficient, rapid 
assembly structures that can cater to this type of growth. In developed markets, the push for more energy and thermal efficient structures 
should continue to ensure Kingspan remains a market leader. The business remains highly cash generative. 

CRH’s US peers reported recently and exhibited some trends that are relevant for the sector as a whole. Both Martin Marietta and Vulcan 
experience lower volumes in Q4 and were somewhat cautious in their guidance for volume growth in 2018.  US price growth as positive 
which offset the decline in volume somewhat. This was mainly driven by adverse weather and some seasonal headwinds. There was 
some slight reduction in federal funding in the second half of the year.  US data showed this had improved in December with a sharp jump 
in overall funding. Mr Trump also announced his infrastructure spending program and though we remain sceptical of his ability to imple-
ment it in its current guise, any increased form of funding should provide further uplift.  
  
It is likely that CRH suffered from the same trends and should be evident when results are released on the 3 rd  March. If this is the case 
the stock is likely to be down on the day.  However, our recent meeting with management was very positive with brighter prospects for US 
volume (3-5% growth) & price and European volume while expectations of marginal improvement in European pricing. The recent acquisi-
tions should be 8-10% accretive this year. Management guided that year end net debt excluding the Anderson and Vontorantim assets to 
be in line with last year, which stood at €5.341bn. With FY EBITDA guidance maintained at €3.2bn, this implies a FY17 net debt/EBITDA 
ratio of just 1.6x, a very strong position.  
  
CRH is currently trading at a substantial discount to what we believe is fair value. FY18 P/E is 14.21x, representing a 30% and 46% dis-
count to 10 year (20.4x) and 5 year (26.3x) average respectively. Relative to peers, the picture is also favourable. In Europe it is currently 
trading in line with its European peers (average 14.16x) when historically it has always traded at a substantial premium due to 60% of its 
EBITDA stemming from the higher margin, higher growth US market. Against its US peers, it is trading at a 26% discount (FY18 peer av-
erage of 19.4x). If you were to take a correctly weighted multiple contingent on revenue generation, CRH should be trading at approx. 
FY18 P/E of 17.30x. This implies it is currently trading at a 17.8% discount to what is a fair value multiple. If the stock trades down post 
results we would recommend picking it up.  

https://cantorfitzgerald.ie/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/Weekly-Trader-12.02.18.pdf
https://cantorfitzgerald.ie/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/Weekly-Trader-9-October-2017-.pdf?utm_campaign=1927797_Weekly%20Trader%2009.10.17%20-%20%20NOT%20Personalised&utm_medium=email&utm_source=Cantor%20Fitzgerald&dm_t=0,0,0,0,0
https://cantorfitzgerald.ie/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Weekly-Trader-11.12.17-.pdf?utm_campaign=1979471_Weekly%20Trader%2011.12.17%20-%20%20%20NOT%20Personalised&utm_medium=email&utm_source=Cantor%20Fitzgerald&dm_t=0,0,0,0,0
https://cantorfitzgerald.ie/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Weekly-Trader-11.12.17-.pdf?utm_campaign=1979471_Weekly%20Trader%2011.12.17%20-%20%20%20NOT%20Personalised&utm_medium=email&utm_source=Cantor%20Fitzgerald&dm_t=0,0,0,0,0
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Will Heffernan | Investment Analyst 

Vinci – Dividend increase along with growth potential      Closing Price: €82.00 

 Key Metrics 2018e 2019e 2020e 

Revenue (€’bn) 42.22 43.68 44.96 

EPS (€) 5.25 5.72 6.27 

Price/ Earnings 15.8 14.45 13.25 

Div Yield 3.12 3.40 3.77 

        

Share Price Return 1 Mth 3 Mth YTD 

DG FP -5.40% -2.17% -2.50% 

Source: All data & charts from Bloomberg & CFI 

Vinci has underperformed lately, driven by the wider European sell-off and somewhat cautious guidance by management following its 
recent earnings release. However, we would still encourage clients to pick up the stock as we believe there are major stock specific, sec-
tor and macro tailwinds in place that should drive above consensus earnings growth in 2018 and beyond.  
 
Infrastructure companies can trade inversely to yields. This stems from several factors. As yields rise the implied cost of future financing 
rises, decreasing companies’ ability to raise finance and engage in projects. Secondly, infrastructure companies can sometimes be highly 
levered and as yields rise, the cost of servicing this debt may rise. Lastly, in the US many infrastructure companies service prices are 
linked to nominal interest rates and are reassessed every two years. This means as rates rise, some companies may not be able to raise 
prices in line with CPI until a review occurs.  
 
None of the above are applicable in Vinci’s case.  Vinci’s net deb/EBITDA is 2x, very low for the sector. In Europe, the majority of prices 
are linked to CPI which ensures prices rise in line with inflation. Lastly, Vinci’s financing needs in the near term are unlikely to rise as it 
coming to end of a substantial 5 year capex cycle. It should from €844m in 2017 to €1.2bn in 2018. However, after 2018 it is expected to 
decline (€800m by 2021) . It currently has €4.5bn in cash and retains significant M&A capacity. Vinci generates 7-9% EPS growth on a 
consistent basis and the main attraction of the model is the high degree of operational leverage from its assets. Every truck through its toll 
road, every passenger through its airports goes straight to the bottom line. We would expect traffic to grow stronger considering the very 
strong recovery we are continuing to see in Europe, especially in France.  
 
Management, as we expected, increased its dividend  which came in 7% ahead of consensus estimates and was a 16.7% increase YoY. 
We would expect this trend to continue as capex declines. Vinci is currently trading at €83.02 with an estimate FY18 dividend of 3.4%. 

 

https://cantorfitzgerald.ie/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/Weekly-Trader-12.02.18.pdf
https://cantorfitzgerald.ie/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/Weekly-Trader-28th-August-2017.pdf?utm_campaign=1895126_Weekly%20Trader%2028.08.17%20-%20%20NOT%20Personalised&utm_medium=email&utm_source=Cantor%20Fitzgerald&dm_t=0,0,0,0,0
https://cantorfitzgerald.ie/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/Weekly-Trader-12.02.18.pdf
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All data taken from Bloomberg up until  14/02/2018.  

 

 

 

Warning : Past performance is not a reliable guide to future performance 

Warning : The value of your investment may go down as well as up. 

  Cantor Core Portfolio - In Detail  
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  From the News - Monday’s Headlines 

 Global EU plan for defense cooperation sparks concerns 

 US US eyes 24% global tariff on steel imports 

 Europe Greece seeks to calm Brussels’ bailout fears 

 UK May call for new UK-EU security treaty 

 Ireland State may see “no apartment supply over the next five years” 

Current Stock Trading News  
From a market trading perspective we are long Bank of Ireland, Inditex, Kerry Group, and Kingspan.  
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This Weeks Market Events 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Corporate Corporate Corporate Corporate Corporate 

N/A 
 

Green REIT 
Heidelberg 
Kerry Group 
Glenveagh 
Greencoat 
HSBC 

Glanbia 
Lloyds 
Barratt 

Ardagh Group 
IRES REIT 
Barclays 
RSA 

IAG 
Kingspan 
William Hill 
RBS 
Next 
BAT 
Standard Life 

Economic Economic Economic Economic Economic 

EU Construction 
Output 

DE PPI 
DE ZEW Index 

EU PMI 
US Existing Home 
Sales 

DE Ifo 
UK GDP 2nd Est 
JP Inflation Rate 

DE GDP 
EU Inflation Rate 

Upcoming Events 

26/02/2018 Bank of Ireland 

27/02/2018 GKN. Standard Chartered. BASF. FBD. Persimmon. 

Dalata 

28/02/2018 Travis Perkins. ITV. Man Group. Bayer. Amadeus. 

ABF. Taylor Wimpey.  

01/03/2018  Grafton Group. Schroders.  AIB. CRH. Carrefour 

02/03/2018  Total Produce. Mondi 

26/02/2018  UK House Prices. US New Home Sales 

27/02/2018  EU Cons. Inflation Expectation. US Durable 

Goods 

28/02/2018  DE Consumer Confidence. US GDP QoQ 

01/03/2018  EU Manf. PMI. EU Unemployment Rate. US Core 

PCE 

02/03/2018  UK Construction PMI. US NFP. 
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Cantor  in The Media 
 
 Briefing : Tullow - The Sunday Times : Investment Analyst William Heffernan. Please click here to view 

 Briefing : Easyjet - The Sunday Times :Investment Analyst William Heffernan. Please click here to view  

 A discussion on the aggressive sell –off in global markets :Senior Stockbroker Alan Breen. Please click 

here to view  

 

 

 

All data sourced from Bloomberg 

https://cantorfitzgerald.ie/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/CANTOR-TULLOW.pdf
https://cantorfitzgerald.ie/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/Briefing-easyjet.pdfC:/Users/cbrowne/Documents/Campaign
http://www.newstalk.com/listen_back/5595/42456/06th_February_2018_-_Best_of_Newstalk_Part_7/
http://www.newstalk.com/listen_back/5595/42456/06th_February_2018_-_Best_of_Newstalk_Part_7/
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  Cantor Publications & Resources  

Daily Note 

Each day we produce a market commentary outlining critical economic and company developments. We 

leverage off our global network of analysts and investment professionals to provide clients with critical 

insights from our local teams first thing in the morning. 

Click Here 
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Investment Forum 

Through our investment Forum we bring you the latest market news, investment insights and a series of 
informative articles from our experts. 

Click Here 

http://www.cantorfitzgerald.ie/research_dailynote.php
http://www.cantorfitzgerald.ie/research_dailynote.php
https://cantorfitzgerald.ie/category/investment-forum/
https://cantorfitzgerald.ie/category/investment-forum/


 

 

 

Dublin: 75 St. Stephen’s Green, Dublin 2. Tel: +353 1 633 3633. 

email : ireland@cantor.com  web : www.cantorfitzgerald.ie 

 Twitter : @cantorIreland     Linkedin : Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland 
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Regulatory Information                                                 
Issuer Descriptions: (Source: Bloomberg) 

Bank of Ireland: Bank of Ireland provides a range of banking, life insurance and other financial services to customers in Ireland and United Kingdom  

AIB: Allied Irish Banks plc (AIB) attracts deposits and offers commercial banking services. The Bank offers mortgage, automobile, business, plant and 

equipment purchase, and lease financing loans, investment banking, securities brokerage, asset management and treasury services, and discounts 

invoices. AIB operates in Ireland, the United Kingdom, and the United States  

Inditex: Industria de Diseno Textil, S.A. designs, manufactures and distributes apparel. The company operates retail chains in Europe, the Americas, 

Asia and Africa. 

Ryanair: Ryanair Holdings plc provides low fare passenger airline services to destinations in Europe.  

ICG: Irish Continental Group plc markets holiday packages and provides passenger transport, roll-on and roll-off freight transport, and container lift on 

and lift-off freight services between Ireland, the United Kingdom and Continental Europe.  

Siemens: Siemens AG is an engineering and manufacturing company. The Company focuses on four major business sectors including infrastructure 

and cities, healthcare, industry and energy. Siemens AG also provides engineering solutions in automation and control, power, transportation, and 

medical.  

Lloyds: Lloyds offers a range of banking and financial services including retail banking, mortgages, pensions, asset management, insurance services, 

corporate banking and treasury services.  

Allianz: Allianz, through it subsidiaries, provides insurance and financial services. 

Facebook: Facebook Inc. operates a social networking site.  

PayPal: PayPal operates a technology platform that enables digital and mobile payments on behalf of customers and merchants. 

Alphabet: Alphabet provides web based search, advertisement, maps, software applications, mobile operating systems, consumer content and other 

software services. 

Amazon: Amazon is an online retailer that offers a wide range of products. 

Smurfit Kappa: Smurfit Kappa manufactures paper packaging products. 

CRH: CRH is a global building materials group. 

Kingspan: Kingspan is a global market player in high performance insulation and building envelope technologies. 

Royal Dutch Shell: Royal Dutch Shell explores, produces and refines petroleum. 

DCC: DCC is a sales, marketing, distribution and business support services company. 

GlaxoSmithKline: GSK is a research based pharmaceutical company.  

Kerry: Kerry Group PLC is a major international food corporation. The Group develops, manufactures, and delivers innovative taste solutions and 

nutritional and functional ingredients.  

VINCI SA: VINCI is a global player in concessions and construction with expertise in building, civil, hydraulic, and electrical engineering  

Glanbia: Glanbia plc is an international dairy, consumer foods, and nutritional products company. The Company conducts operations primarily in Ire-
land, the United Kingdom, and the United States  

 

None of the above recommendations have been disclosed to the relevant issuer prior to dissemination of this Research.  

Historical Record of recommendation 

Ryanair: Ryanair was added to the Core Portfolio at inception in and have had an Outperform recommendation since then  

CRH: We have added CRH to our core portfolio on the 01/01/16, with a recommendation of Outperform  

VINCI SA: We initiated coverage of Vinci SA with an Outperform rating, on 25/08/2017.  

DCC: We have an Outperform on DCC as of 17/8/15 changing to Outperform from Not Rated.  

Kingspan: We have changed our rating for Kingspan from Not Rated to Outperform on the 14/03/2016  
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mailto:ireland@cantor.com
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Regulatory Information                                                 
 

 

All regulatory disclosures pertaining to valuation methodologies and historical records of the above recommendations can be found on the Cantor 
Fitzgerald Ireland website here: 

 http://www.cantorfitzgerald.ie/research_disclosures.php  

Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Limited (“Cantor Ireland”) is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd is a member firm of the 
Irish Stock Exchange and the London Stock Exchange. 

This communication has been prepared by and is the sole responsibility of Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Limited of 75 St Stephens Green, Dublin 2, which 
is an authorised person for the purposes of the European Communities (Markets in Financial Instruments) Regulations 2007 (as amended) in Ireland 
or the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 in the United Kingdom. 

This material is approved for distribution in Ireland by Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd. It is intended for Irish retails clients only and is not intended for 
distribution to, or use by, any person in any country where such distribution or use would be contrary to local law or regulation. Cantor Fitzgerald Ire-
land Ltd (“CFIL”) is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd is a member firm of the Irish Stock Exchange and the Lon-
don Stock Exchange. 

  

Where CFIL wishes to make this and other Cantor Fitzgerald research available to Retail clients, such information is provided without liability and in 
accordance with our terms and conditions that are available on the CFIL website. 

No report is intended to and does not constitute a personal recommendations or investment advice nor does it provide the sole basis for any evalua-
tion of the securities that may be the subject matter of the report. Specifically, the information contained in this report should not be taken as an offer or 
solicitation of investment advice, or to encourage the purchased or sale of any particular security. Not all recommendations are necessarily suitable for 
all investors and CFIL recommend that specific advice should always be sought prior to investment, based on the particular circumstances of the in-
vestor either from your CFIL investment adviser or another investment adviser. 

Where CFIL wishes to make this and other Cantor Fitzgerald research available to Retail clients, such information is provided without liability and in 
accordance with our terms and conditions that are available on the CFIL website. 

  

CFIL takes all responsibility to ensure that reasonable efforts are made to present accurate information but CFIL gives no warranty or guarantee as to, 
and do not accept responsibility for, the correctness, completeness, timeliness or accuracy of the information provided or its transmission. This is en-
tirely at the risk of the recipient of the report. Nor shall CFIL, its subsidiaries, affiliates or parent company or any of their employees, directors or 
agents, be liable to for any losses, damages, costs, claims, demands or expenses of any kind whatsoever, whether direct or indirect, suffered or in-
curred in consequence of any use of, or reliance upon, the information. Any person acting on the information contained in this report does so entirely 
at his or her own risk. 

  

All estimates, views and opinions included in this research note constitute Cantor Ireland’s judgment as of the date of the note but may be subject to 
change without notice. Changes to assumptions may have a material impact on any recommendations made herein. 

Unless specifically indicated to the contrary this note has not been disclosed to the covered issuer(s) in advance of publication. 

  

Past performance is not a reliable guide to future performance. The value of your investment may go down as well as up.  Investments denominated in 
foreign currencies are subject to fluctuations in exchange rates, which may have an adverse effect on the value of the investments, sale proceeds, and 
on dividend or interest income. The income you get from your investment may go down as well as up. Figures quoted are estimates only; they are not 
a reliable guide to the future performance of this investment. 

  

Conflicts of Interest & Share Ownership Policy 

It is noted that research analysts' compensation is impacted upon by overall firm profitability and accordingly may be affected to some extent by reve-
nues arising other Cantor Ireland business units including Fund Management and Stock broking. Revenues in these business units may derive in part 
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